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Profile

- 2005 – 2010: Development a Java tool for microarray data visualisation and

analysis (with Dr Arndt Benecke)

- Since 2010: Moved to chromatin and protein-protein interaction networks

(Dr Ralf Blossey), then to structural biology (Dr Marc Lensink) => use of

networks for protein structures

- Creation of an image embedding Cytoscape on the cloud of the French

Bioinformatic Institute + tutorial used for training courses.
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What is Cytoscape ?

- Cytoscape is a free software for visualizing complex networks and

integrating these with any type of attribute data.

- Provides a set of features for data integration, visualization and analysis.

- Can load any kind of networks (biological networks, social networks…)

- Developed in Java => works on Windows, Mac OS, Linux

- ~70 citations per month
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Nb of 

publications



What is Cytoscape ?

- Labs develop apps to add functionalities to the Cytoscape core software for

network generation, visualization, analysis…

- 196 apps (on 2017/11/18)
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App manager of the 

Cytoscape software
apps.cytoscape.org



What is Cytoscape ?

Advantages

- free

- open source

- works on all operating systems with Java

- a lot of apps, number always growing

- widespread in life sciences

Disadvantages

- working with big networks requires memory and computing power

- analyses on a bunch of networks can be performed with integrated

command line but may require other tools (e.g. R/igraph)
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Network analysis workflow

A travel guide to Cytocape plugins - Saito R et al 2012 - Nature methods



Network analysis workflow

A travel guide to Cytocape plugins - Saito R et al 2012 - Nature methods



Network building

Input

- can upload any network from a simple txt or csv file (edge table)

- or from different file types (BioPAX data, XGMML, JSON…)
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Network building

Input – Molecular Interactions network

- Retrieve from websites:
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Network building

Input – Molecular Interactions network

- Retrieve from Intact website (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/)
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Network building

Input – Molecular Interactions network

- or PSICQUIC (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/webservices/psicquic/view/)
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Input – Molecular Interactions network

- Query the interaction databases through the PSICQUIC webservice directly

from Cytoscape

• Retrieve individual networks

• Merge them

Network building
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Input – Molecular Interactions network

- Possibility to query the STRING database directly from Cytoscape

• From gene names/IDs

• From pubmed IDs

• From disease query

• STITCH (protein/compound)

Network building
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stringApp



Input – Regulatory network

- The iRegulon app detects master regulators and cis-regulatory interactions

- Use motifs (~10000 Position Weight Matrices) and track discovery (~1000 ChIP-seq exp)

- For Homo Sapiens, Mus Musculus and Drosophila Melanogaster

- Possibility to query TF-target databases (MSigDB, GeneSigDB, Ganesh Clusters)

Network building

14iRegulon: From gene list to a gene regulatory network using large motif and track collections - Janky R et al 2014 – PLOS computational biology

iRegulon



Network building

Input – Pathways

- Several apps permit to work with pathways, based on

- Wikipathways

- KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia for Genes and Genomes)

- EHMN (Edinburgh Human Metabolic Network)

- Pathway Common

- Reactome…

=> Talk of Martina Summer-Kutmon (University of Maastricht)
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Cytoscape app store: WikiPathways

Cytoscape app store: CyPath2

WikiPathways

CyPath2

MetScape

ReactomeFIPlugIn



Network building

Input – Text mining

- Mines scientific literature to find publications related to search terms and to create

interaction networks based on the search results
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AgilentLiteratureSearch



Network building

Social network

- Creates a network of authors of articles

- Query Pubmed
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Social Network



Network building

Input

- Possibility to add attributes to nodes and edges from a tab delimited txt table or csv

file: annotations, expression data/Log2 fold change/p-values…

- They can be used to adapt the style of the network and filter nodes or edges
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Style

- Style of nodes/edges/background can be

modified and saved

- Coloring of nodes and edges in function of

values of their attributes (e.g. expression

data Log2 fold change)

Network visualisation
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The STRING database in 2017: quality-controlled protein-protein association networks, 

made broadly accessible - Szklarczyk D et al 2017 – Nucleic Acids Research



Network visualisation

Layout

- Possibility to change the layout of the network

- Some apps provide additional layouts
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Layout

- Possibility to mix layouts

- Bundle edges

Network visualisation
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Network visualisation

Tools

- Possibility to zoom in/out, rescale, align, rotate network or part of a network,

focus on specific nodes, extract subnetwork…
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From http://www.cytoscape.org



Network Analysis

Network structure analysis

In Cytoscape app or through additional apps, performs calculations

- degree,

- closeness centrality,

- betweenness centrality,

- eigen vector centrality,

- average shortest path,

- clustering coefficient…
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CentiScaPe

CytoNCA



Network analysis

Clustering

- Topological clustering (MCODE, ClusterOne, MCL,

Affinity propagation, Cluster "Fuzzifier“, Connected Components…)

- Clustering based on node attributes (Hierarchical, K-Means,

K-Medoid, AutoSOME, PAM…)

- Extraction of subnetworks
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Cytoscape app store: MCODERBVI clusterMaker2 webpage

(http://www.rbvi.ucsf.edu/cytoscape/clusterMaker2/)

ClusterMaker2

MCODE

ClusterOne

ClusterViz

CytoCluster



Network analysis

Hot spot detection

- jActiveModules searches a molecular interaction network

to find expression activated subnetworks

- KeyPathwayMiner detects highly-connected sub-networks where most genes show

similar expression behavior
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jActiveModules

KeyPathwayMiner



Network analysis

Enrichment analysis

- Gene Ontology: Biological process

- Gene Ontology: Molecular function

- Gene Ontology: Cellular component

- Pathways

- Protein domains…
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Cytoscape app store: ClueGO

ClueGO

EnrichmentMap

StringApp

BINGO



Export

Several formats

- as image (png, jpeg, svg, pdf, ps)

- network files (same formats as input)

- table of attributes (csv)

- network styles

- network and style for Cytoscape.js

- as web page
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RIN: Residue Interaction Networks
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Residue Interaction Network (RIN)

- Called also protein structure network/graphs

or amino acid interaction network/graph or contact maps

- Networks generated from a 3D structure:

• Nodes are residues

• Edges are detected interactions between residues

RIN

generation



RIN: Residue Interaction Networks
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Residue Interaction Network (RIN)

- RINs are

• retrieved from RIN database

• generated from a PDB on the RING webserver

• generated with a specific program like Rinerator (command line)

• generated from UCSF Chimera (graphical interface) through Cytoscape

structureViz2

RINanalyzer



RIN: Residue Interaction Networks
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Analyses

- Comparison of RINs

- Centrality calculations (usually closeness or betweenness)

identify residues important in folding or function of the protein

- Synchronisation of colors between structure and network

structureViz2

RINanalyzer

Cytoscape app store: RINalyzer



RIN: Residue Interaction Networks
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Analyses

- Residue Centrality Analysis identifies residues that

- are central to the structural integrity and play key roles in long-range interactions

- have been shown to be important for protein function, fold or allosteric communication

del Sol A et al, 2006 - Mol Syst Biol

- Calculation of the variation of average shortest path length upon deletion of individual

nodes

- Calculation of a Z-score

RIN RCA



RIN: Residue Interaction Networks

DynaMine

- Fast predictor of protein backbone dynamics using only sequence

information as input

- Predicts backbone flexibility at the residue-level

- Accessible at http://dynamine.ibsquare.be/

Cilia E et al 2013 - Nature Communications, and Cilia E et al 2014 – Nucleic Acids Research

>ETS1_DBD_HS|P14921|331-415

GSGPIQLWQFLLELLTDKSCQSFISWTGDGW

EFKLSDPDEVARRWGKRKNKPKMNYEKLSRG

LRYYYDKNIIHKTAGKRYVYRFV

DynaMine



RIN: Residue Interaction Networks

Residue Centrality

Analysis

DynaMine flexibility

prediction

RINspector: a Cytoscape app for centrality analyses and DynaMine flexibility prediction

Brysbaert G, Lorgouilloux K, Vranken WF and Lensink MF

Bioinformatics, 2017



RINspector

- Detection of key residues through centrality analyses (in particular Residue Centrality)

- Prediction of flexibility with potential mutations

- Synchronisation between structure/network/flexibility plot

RIN: Residue Interaction Networks



RINspector

Mutations C238G and

C238S are associated to

Li-Fraumeni Syndrome.

RIN: Residue Interaction Networks

RINspector



RINspector

RIN: Residue Interaction Networks

RINspector



Cytoscape

- Permits network visualization and analysis with data integration

- Wide range of tools through the app store with convenient research

- Widely used in network biology

Residue Interaction Networks

- Gives another approach to structure analysis

- Permits to identify key residues for folding or function of the protein through

centrality analyses

- Integrated analysis with flexibility prediction (RINspector app)

Conclusion
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And you!

Thank you for your attention!
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